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DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT REPORT 
Application No. D/2018/282 
Address 761 Darling Street, ROZELLE  NSW  2039 
Proposal Ground and first floor alterations and additions to existing office / 

administration building, including new lift facility to rear. 
Date of Lodgement 30 May 2018 
Applicant B Inwood 
Owner Royal Australian and N Z College of Psychiatrists  
Number of Submissions Nil 
Value of works $350,000 
Reason for determination at 
Planning Panel 

Pruning of tree on site of heritage item 

Main Issues Tree pruning 
Car parking 

Recommendation Approval 
Attachment A Recommended conditions of consent 
Attachment B Plans of proposed development 
Attachment C Access Assessment Report 
Attachment D BCA Assessment Report 
Attachment E Arborist Report 

LOCALITY MAP 

Subject Site Objectors 
N 

Notified Area Supporters 
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1. Executive Summary 
 
This report is an assessment of the application submitted to Council for ground and first floor 
alterations and additions to an existing office/administration building, including new lift facility 
to rear at 761 Darling Street, Rozelle. The application was notified to surrounding properties 
and no submissions were received. 
 
The main issues that have arisen from the application include:  
 
• Pruning of trees in Callan Park; 
• Provision of on site car parking. 

 
These issues can be satisfactorily addressed by condition and therefore the application is 
recommended for approval.  
 
2. Proposal 
 
The proposal upgrades access to the building. The proposed works include: 
 
• Insertion of a lift at the rear of the building; 
• Alterations at ground floor level including new store rooms, new office, new kitchen 

and modified windows/wall covering; 
• Enclosure of existing rear balcony at first floor level to enlarge existing meeting room, 

add accessible WC and new store room. 
 

 

Figure 1:  Proposed Ground Floor Plan. 
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Figure 2:  Proposed First floor plan. 
 

 

Figure 3:  Proposed Eastern elevation. 
 
3. Site Description 
 
The subject site is located on the north-western side of Darling Street, between Victoria 
Road and Callan Park.  The site consists of one allotment and is generally trapezoid shaped 
with a total area of 414.7 sqm and is legally described as Lot 1 DP 702387.   
 
The site has a frontage to Darling Street of 18.24 metres.  The site is affected by a number 
of easements including being burdened by a 2.5m wide right of way and the benefited by an 
easement to drain water 1m wide. The site has as fall from the front to the rear of 
approximately 2.25m. 
 
The site supports an existing two-storey; free standing brick building with a metal roof, which 
was built around the 1880's. The building includes a rear addition which includes a large 
balcony at first floor level and car parking for two vehicles below the ground floor. 
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Figure 4:  Existing front elevation. 
 

 

Figure 5:  Existing rear elevation, showing lower ground parking area and trees adjoining 
 
The adjoining properties support the Rozelle child care centre which is located within Callan 
Park immediately to the west. The site to the north and east contains a two storey town 
house development with two storey commercial/industrial development located on the 
opposite side of Darling Street.  
 
The size is zoned B2 – Local Centre and adjoins land zoned R1 – General Residential 
opposite land zoned IN2 – Light Industrial. The subject site is not listed as a heritage item on 
the Leichhardt LEP 2013 and it is not within a heritage conservation area. It is adjacent to 
Callan Park which is on the State Heritage Register.  
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Figure 6:  Zoning in vicinity of site. 

 
No trees are located on the site; however the following two trees are located on the adjoining 
property i.e. Rozelle childcare centre in Callan Park and will be required to be pruned to 
enable the proposed works to be constructed. 
 

- Celtis Australia (Chinese Hackberry) 
- Ficus macrophylla (Moreton Bay Fig) 

 
4. Background 
 
4(a) Site history  
 
The following section outlines the relevant development history of the subject site and any 
relevant applications on surrounding properties.  
 
Subject Site 

Application Proposal Decision & Date 
DA4283 Subdivision into two lots comprising 761 

Darling Street and 2a Manning Street, 
Rozelle.  

Approved 
23/12/1983 

DA/1997/543 
BA/1997/885 

Alterations / Additions Administrative 
Office 

Approved 
16/4/1998 

 

4(b) Application history  
 
The following table outlines the relevant history of the subject application.  

Date Discussion / Letter/ Additional Information  
21/9/2018 Letter sent to applicant requesting additional information addressing the 

following matters: 
i. Owners consent to prune trees in Callan Park 
ii. Amended arborist report clearly stating that the proposed 

drainage plan has been considered and providing a pruning 
specification  

iii. Clarification of access 
iv. Car parking. 

30/10/2018 Additional information provided. 
i. While development consent is required to prune less than 10% of 

a tree on the site of a heritage item, owners consent of the tree 
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owner is not required for this amount of pruning. 
ii. An amended arborist report was submitted clearly referring to the 

drainage plan and including a pruning specification.  
iii. The existing ramp to the front door will remain.  
iv. The site is unable to accommodate additional parking without 

significant changes to the existing building and the nature of the 
proposal is unlikely to generate additional parking demand. 

 
5. Assessment 
 
The following is a summary of the assessment of the application in accordance with Section 
4.15 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  
 
5(a) Environmental Planning Instruments 
 
The application has been assessed against the relevant Environmental Planning Instruments 
listed below: 
 
• State Environmental Planning Policy No 55—Remediation of Land 
• State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007  
• Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005 
• Leichhardt Local Environmental Plan 2013 

 
The following provides further discussion of the relevant issues:  
 
5(a)(i)  State Environmental Planning Policy No 55—Remediation of Land–  
 
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 - Remediation of Land (SEPP 55) provides 
planning guidelines for remediation of contaminated land. The site has not been used in the 
past for activities which could have potentially contaminated the site and no change of use is 
proposed. It is considered that the site will not require remediation in accordance with SEPP 
55.  
 
5(a)(ii)State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007  
 
Development with frontage to classified road (Clause 101) 
 
The site has a frontage to Darling Street, a classified road. Under Clause 101 (2) of State 
Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (SEPP Infrastructure) the consent 
authority must not grant consent to development on land that has a frontage to a classified 
road unless it is satisfied that the efficiency and operation of the classified road will not be 
adversely affected by the development. The onsite parking area and access is not altered 
under the proposal and the works are not expected to increase the number of vehicles 
accessing the site. The application is considered to be acceptable with regard to Clause 101 
of the SEPP Infrastructure.  
 
5(a)(iii) Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 

2005 
 
An assessment has been made of the matters set out in Clause 20 of the Sydney Regional 
Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005. It is considered that the carrying out 
of the proposed development is generally consistent with the objectives of the Plan and 
would not have an adverse effect on environmental heritage, the visual environmental, the 
natural environment and open space and recreation facilities: 
 
5(a)(iv) Leichhardt Local Environment Plan 2013 (LLEP 2013) 
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The application was assessed against the following relevant clauses of the Leichhardt Local 
Environmental Plan 2013: 
 
• Clause 1.2 – Aims of the Plan 
• Clause 2.3 – Zone objectives and Land Use Table 
• Clause 2.7 – Demolition Requires Development Consent  
• Clause 4.4 – Floor Space Ratio 
• Clause 4.5 – Calculation of floor space ratio and site area 
• Clause 6.2 – Earthworks 
• Clause 6.4 – Stormwater management 

 
The following table provides an assessment of the application against the development 
standards: 
 
Standard (maximum) Proposal Compliance 
Floor Space Ratio 
Maximum permissible 1:1 

0.9:1 Yes 

 
5(b) Draft Environmental Planning Instruments 
 
The application has been assessed against the relevant Draft Environmental Planning 
Instruments listed below: 
 
• Draft State Environmental Planning Policy – Environment 

 
The proposal does not raise any issues with regard to draft State Environmental Planning 
Policy - Environment. 
 
5(c) Development Control Plans 
 
The application has been assessed and the following provides a summary of the relevant 
provisions of Leichhardt Development Control Plan 2013.  
 
Part Compliance 
Part A: Introductions   
Section 3 – Notification of Applications Yes 
  
Part B: Connections   
B1.1 Connections – Objectives  Yes 
B2.1 Planning for Active Living  Not applicable 
B3.1 Social Impact Assessment  Not applicable  
B3.2 Events and Activities in the Public Domain (Special Events)  Not applicable 
  
Part C  
C1.0 General Provisions Yes 
C1.1 Site and Context Analysis Yes 
C1.2 Demolition Not applicable 
C1.3 Alterations and additions Yes 
C1.4 Heritage Conservation Areas and Heritage Items Not applicable  
C1.5 Corner Sites Not applicable  
C1.6 Subdivision Not applicable 
C1.7 Site Facilities Yes 
C1.8 Contamination Not applicable  
C1.9 Safety by Design Not applicable  
C1.10 Equity of Access and Mobility Yes 
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C1.11 Parking No 
C1.12 Landscaping Yes 
C1.13 Open Space Design Within the Public Domain Not applicable 
C1.14 Tree Management Yes 
C1.15 Signs and Outdoor Advertising Not applicable 
C1.16 Structures in or over the Public Domain: Balconies, 
Verandahs and Awnings 

Not applicable 

C1.17 Minor Architectural Details Not applicable 
C1.18 Laneways Not applicable 
C1.19 Rock Faces, Rocky Outcrops, Cliff Faces, Steep Slopes and 
Rock Walls 

Not applicable 

C1.20 Foreshore Land Not applicable 
C1.21 Green Roofs and Green Living Walls Not applicable 
  
Part C: Place – Section 2 Urban Character  
Suburb Profile  
C2.2.5.3 Callan Park distinctive neighbourhood, Rozelle Yes 
  
Part C: Place – Section 3 – Residential Provisions Not applicable 
  
Part C: Place – Section 4 – Non-Residential Provisions  
C4.1 Objectives for Non-Residential Zones Yes 
C4.2 Site Layout and Building Design Yes 
C4.3 Ecologically Sustainable Development No 
C4.4 Elevation and Materials Yes 
C4.5 Interface Amenity No 
C4.6 Shopfronts Not applicable 
C4.7 Bulky Goods Premises  Not applicable 
C4.8 Child Care Centres  Not applicable 
C4.9 Home Based Business  Not applicable 
C4.10 Industrial Development Not applicable 
C4.11 Licensed Premises and Small Bars Not applicable 
C4.12 B7 Business Park Zone Not applicable 
C4.13 Markets  Not applicable 
C4.14 Medical Centres  Not applicable 
C4.15 Mixed Use Not applicable 
C4.16 Recreational Facility  Not applicable 
C4.17 Sex Services Premises Not applicable 
C4.18 Vehicle Sales or Hire Premises And Service Stations  Not applicable 
C4.19 Vehicle Repair Station Not applicable 
C4.20 Outdoor Dining Areas  Not applicable 
C4.21 Creative Industries Not applicable 
  
Part D: Energy  
Section 1 – Energy Management No 
Section 2 – Resource Recovery and Waste Management  
D2.1 General Requirements  Yes 
D2.2 Demolition and Construction of All Development  Yes 
D2.3 Residential Development  Not applicable  
D2.4 Non-Residential Development  Yes 
D2.5 Mixed Use Development  Not applicable  
  
Part E: Water  
Section 1 – Sustainable Water and Risk Management   
E1.1 Approvals Process and Reports Required With Development  
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Applications  
E1.1.1 Water Management Statement   
E1.1.2 Integrated Water Cycle Plan  Not applicable 
E1.1.3 Stormwater Drainage Concept Plan  Yes 
E1.1.4 Flood Risk Management Report  Not applicable 
E1.1.5 Foreshore Risk Management Report  Not applicable 
E1.2 Water Management   
E1.2.1 Water Conservation  No 
E1.2.2 Managing Stormwater within the Site  Yes 
E1.2.3 On-Site Detention of Stormwater  Not applicable 
E1.2.4 Stormwater Treatment  Yes 
E1.2.5 Water Disposal  Yes 
E1.2.6 Building in the vicinity of a Public Drainage System  Not applicable 
E1.2.7 Wastewater Management  Yes 
E1.3 Hazard Management  Not applicable 
E1.3.1 Flood Risk Management  Not applicable 
E1.3.2 Foreshore Risk Management  Not applicable 
  
Part F: Food Not applicable  
  
Part G: Site Specific Controls Not applicable 
 
The following provides discussion of the relevant issues: 
 
Part C1.11 - Parking 
The current floor area generates a minimum car parking requirement of 3.2 car parking 
spaces, however only two are provided. As this is rounded up to four as it is not possible to 
provide a “part” parking space, the site benefits from a parking credit of two car parking 
spaces. The proposal results in an additional 50 sqm of gross floor area through the 
enclosure of the existing first floor terrace and addition of a lift. The proposed floor area 
generates a minimum car parking requirement of 3.7 car parking spaces. After applying the 
credit of two car parking spaces, there is no requirement for additional parking on the site.  
 
Part C1.1 – Tree Management 
The proposal requires pruning of two prescribed trees that are located on the adjoining 
property i.e. Rozelle childcare centre in Callan Park. Pruning of less than 10% of the crown 
of Tree 3:  Celtis Australia (Chinese Hackberry) and less than 5% of the crown of Tree 4:  
Ficus macrophylla (Moreton Bay Fig) is proposed. 
 
Council’s Landscape Assessment Officer has advised that no objection is raised to the 
required pruning subject to the imposition of conditions including submission of additional 
information prior to the release of the Construction Certificate to clearly identify which 
branches are to be pruned. 
 
C4.3 Ecologically Sustainable Development / D – Energy - Section 1 – Energy Management 
/ E1.2.1 Water Conservation 
Conditions have been imposed to ensure insulation, appropriately sourced timber and water 
conservation measures are used in accordance with this part. It is noted that the water 
management statement submitted with the application refers to the use of water efficient 
taps, toilet suites etc. and this will be reinforced via condition.  
 
C4.5 Interface Amenity 
The site adjoins residentially zone land to the north and east however is not separated from 
this land by a landscaped strip. This is an existing situation and will not be altered by the 
current proposal.  
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5(d) The Likely Impacts 
 
The assessment of the Development Application demonstrates that, subject to the 
recommended conditions, the proposal will have minimal impact in the locality. 
 
5(e) The suitability of the site for the development 
 
The site is zoned B2 – Local Centre. Provided that any adverse effects on adjoining 
properties are minimised, this site is considered suitable to accommodate the proposed 
development, and this has been demonstrated in the assessment of the application. 
 
5(f) Any submissions 
 
The application was notified in accordance with Leichhardt Development Control Plan 2013 
for a period of 14 days to surrounding properties. No submissions were received in response 
to notification of the proposal.  
 
5(g) The Public Interest 
 
The public interest is best served by the consistent application of the requirements of the 
relevant Environmental Planning Instruments, and by Council ensuring that any adverse 
effects on the surrounding area and the environment are appropriately managed. The 
proposal is not contrary to the public interest. 
 
6 Referrals 
 
6(a) Internal 
 
The application was referred to the following internal sections/officers and issues raised in 
those referrals have been discussed in section 5 above. 
 

- Development Engineer – no objection subject to conditions including requirement for 
additional on-site parking.  

- Landscape – No objection subject to conditions to protect affected trees.  
- Heritage Officer – No objection to proposal subject to condition ensuring appropriate 

materials are used. 
- Building Surveyor – No objection subject to standard conditions.  
- Health – No objection subject to standard conditions. 

 
6(b) External 
 
The application was referred to the following external bodies and issues raised in those 
referrals have been discussed in section 5 above. 
 

- Sydney Metro – No response was received.  
 
7. Section 7.11 Contributions  
 
The carrying out of the development results in 50 sqm of additional floor area which would 
result in an increased demand for public amenities and public services within the area. A 
financial contribution would be required for the development under Leichhardt Section 94 
Contributions Plans as follows: 

 
Column A Column B 
Open space and recreation $1828.98 
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Community facilities and services $943.50 
Local area traffic management $122.68 
Total Contribution $2905.17 

 
A condition requiring that the contribution be paid will be imposed on any consent granted. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
The proposal generally complies with the aims, objectives and design parameters contained 
in Leichhardt Local Environmental Plan 2013 and Leichhardt Development Control Plan 
2013. The development will not result in any significant impacts on the amenity of adjoining 
premises and the streetscape. The application is considered suitable for approval subject to 
the imposition of appropriate conditions. 
 
9. Recommendation 
 
A. That the Inner West Local Planning Panel exercising the functions of the Council, as 

the consent authority pursuant to s4.16 of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979, grant consent to Development Application No: D/2018/282 for 
ground and first floor alterations and additions to existing office / administration 
building, including new lift facility to rear at 761 Darling Street, Rozelle subject to the 
conditions listed in Attachment A below. 
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Attachment A – Recommended conditions of consent 
 
CONDITIONS OF CONSENT 
 
1. Development must be carried out in accordance with Development Application No. 

D/2018/282 and the following plans and supplementary documentation, except where 
amended by the conditions of this consent. 

 
Plan Reference Drawn By Dated 
Lower ground floor plan 0826-05 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
Ground floor plan 0826-06 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
First floor plan 0826-07 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
Roof plan 0826-08 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
South Elevation 0826-09 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
West Elevation 0826-10 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
East Elevation 0826-11 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
North Elevation 0826-12 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
Section 0826-13 Brad Inwood Architects 01.07.17 
Proposed Drainage Plan D001 CW Consultants 18/12/17 
 
Document Title  Prepared By Dated 
Water Management Statement Brad Inwood Architects 30/5/2018 
Waste Management Plan Brad Inwood Architects 23/12/17 
Arboricultural Impact Assessment The Ents Tree Consultancy 29/10/2018 
Building Code of Australia Assessment 
Report Project No. 2017-0783 

AcroCert 5/10/2017 

Access Assessment Report  
Project No. 2017-0783 

AcroCert 8/11/2017 

 
In the event of any inconsistency between the approved plans and the conditions, the 
conditions will prevail.   
 
Where there is an inconsistency between approved elevations and floor plan, the 
elevation shall prevail.  
 
In the event of any inconsistency between the approved plans and supplementary 
documentation, the plans will prevail. 
 
The existing elements (walls, floors etc.) shown to be retained on the approved plans 
shall not be removed, altered or rebuilt without prior consent of the consent authority.  
 
Note: Carrying out of works contrary to the above plans and/ or conditions may invalidate 
this consent; result in orders, on the spot fines or legal proceedings.  

 
2. Consent is granted for the demolition of the following currently existing on the 

property, subject to strict compliance with the following conditions: 
 

Elements 
Those structures shown dashed red on the approved plans. 

 
a) The adjoining residents must be notif ied seven (7) working days prior to 

demolition. Such notification is to be clearly written on A4 size paper giving the 
date demolition will commence, site contact details/person, elements to be 
demolished and be placed in the letterbox of every premises (including every 
residential flat or unit, if any) either side, immediately at the rear of and directly 
opposite the demolition site. 
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b) Written notice is to be given to the Principal Certifying Authority for inspection 

prior to demolition. Such written notice is to include the date when demolition will 
commence and details of the name, address, business hours and contact 
telephone number and licence number of the demolisher. The following building 
inspections must be undertaken by the Principal Certifying Authority: 

 
i) A pre commencement inspection when all the site works are installed on the 

site and prior to demolition commencing. 
ii) A final inspection when the demolition works have been completed. 

 
NOTE: If Council is nominated as your Principal Certifying Authority 24 - 48 hours 
notice to carry out inspections is required. Arrangement for inspections can be made by 
phoning 9367 9222. 
 
c) Prior to demolition, the applicant must erect a sign at the front of the property with 

the demolisher’s name, licence number, contact phone number and site address. 
 
d) Prior to demolition, the applicant must erect a 2.4m high temporary fence, 

hoarding between the work site and any public property (footpaths, roads, 
reserves etc). Access to the site must be restricted to authorised persons only and 
the site must be secured against unauthorised entry when work is not in progress 
or the site is otherwise unoccupied. 

 
e) The demolition plans must be submitted to the appropriate Sydney Water Quick 

Check agent for a building plan approval.  
 
f) Demolition is to be carried out in accordance with the relevant provisions of 

Australian Standard 2601:2001: Demolition of structures. 
 
g) The hours of demolition work are limited to between 7:00am and 6.00pm on 

weekdays. No demolition work is to be carried out on Saturdays, Sundays and 
public holidays. 

 
h) Hazardous or intractable wastes arising from the demolition process must be 

removed and disposed of in accordance with the requirements of WorkCover New 
South Wales and the Environmental Protection Authority. 

 
i) Demolition procedures must maximise the reuse and recycling of demolished 

materials in order to reduce the environmental impacts of waste disposal. 
 
j) During demolition, public property (footpaths, roads, reserves etc) must be clear at 

all times and must not be obstructed by any demolished material or vehicles. The 
footpaths and roads must be swept (not hosed) clean of any material, including 
clay, soil and sand. On the spot fines may be levied by Council against the 
demolisher and/or owner for failure to comply with this condition. 

 
k) All vehicles leaving the site with demolition materials must have their loads 

covered and vehicles must not track soil and other materials onto public property 
(footpaths, roads, reserves etc) and the footpaths must be suitably protected 
against damage when plant and vehicles access the site. 

 
l) The burning of any demolished material on site is not permitted and offenders 

will be prosecuted. 
 
m) Care must be taken during demolition to ensure that existing services on the site 

(ie, sewer, electricity, gas, phone) are not damaged. Any damage caused to 
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existing services must be repaired by the relevant authority at the applicant’s 
expense.  Dial before you dig www.1100.com.au should be contacted prior to 
works commencing.  

 
n) Suitable erosion and sediment control measures in accordance with the Soil and 

Water Management Plan must be erected prior to the commencement of 
demolition works and must be maintained at all times. 

 
o) Prior to demolition, a Work Plan must be prepared and submitted to the Principal 

Certifying Authority in accordance with the relevant provisions of Australian 
Standard 2601:2001 Demolition of structures by a person with suitable expertise 
and experience. The Work Plan must identify hazardous materials including 
surfaces coated with lead paint, method of demolition, the precautions to be 
employed to minimise any dust nuisance and the disposal methods for 
hazardous materials. 

 
p) If the property was built prior to 1987 an asbestos survey prepared by a qualified 

occupational hygienist is to be undertaken. If asbestos is present then: 
 

i) A WorkCover licensed contractor must undertake removal of all asbestos. 
ii) During the asbestos removal a sign “DANGER ASBESTOS REMOVAL IN 

PROGRESS” measuring not less than 400 mm x 300 mm is to be erected in 
a visible position on the site to the satisfaction of Council. 

iii) Waste disposal receipts must be provided to Council / Principal Certifying 
Authority as proof of correct disposal of asbestos laden waste. 

iv) All removal of asbestos must comply with the requirements of WorkCover 
and Inner West Council. 

v) An asbestos clearance certificate prepared by a qualified occupation 
hygienist must be provided at the completion of the demolition works.  

 
PRIOR TO THE ISSUE OF A CONSTRUCTION CERTIFICATE 
 
3. In accordance with the provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 

1979 construction works approved by this consent must not commence until: 
 
a) A Construction Certificate has been issued by Council or an Accredited Certifier. 

Either Council or an Accredited Certifier can act as the “Principal Certifying 
Authority.” 

 
b) A Principal Certifying Authority has been appointed and Council has been notified 

in writing of the appointment. 
 
c) At least two days’ notice, in writing has been given to Council of the intention to 

commence work. 
 
The documentation required under this condition must show that the proposal 
complies with all Development Consent conditions and is not inconsistent with the 
approved plans, the Building Code of Australia and the relevant Australian Standards. 

 
4. An amended Arboricultural report must be submitted to Council consistent with 

Council’s Development Fact Sheet for Pruning Specifications which provides clearer 
photographs to accompany the specifications prior to the release of the Construction 
Certificate. 

 
5. The recommendations of the approved BCA report and access report shall be shown 

on the Construction Certificate plans as required works to be undertaken prior to the 
issue of the construction certificate. 

http://www.1100.com.au/
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6. The proposed structure(s) to be erected must stand wholly within the boundaries of 

the subject site. No portion of the proposed structure, including gates and doors during 
opening and closing operations, shall encroach onto adjoining properties or upon public 
property. 
 
To ensure that the location of the building satisfies the provision of the approval, the 
footings and walls within one (1) metre of the property boundaries must be set out by 
/ pegged out by a registered surveyor in accordance with the approved plans, prior to 
the issue of a construction certificate. 
 
To ensure that the location of the building satisfies the provision of the approval, a 
check survey certificate shall be submitted to the Certifying Authority either prior to the 
pouring of the ground floor slab or at dampcourse level, whichever is applicable or 
occurs first, indicating the location of the building with respect to the boundaries of the 
site. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any 
Construction Certificate. 

 
7. Materials and finishes must be complementary to the predominant character and 

streetscape of the area, and any existing buildings & the period of construction of the 
buildings. New materials that are not depicted on the approved plans must not be 
used.  Highly reflective wall or roofing materials and glazing must not be used.  
Materials must be designed so as to not result in glare (maximum normal specular 
reflectivity of visible light 20%) or that causes any discomfort to pedestrians or 
neighbouring properties.  Details of finished external surface materials, including 
colours and texture must be provided prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate to 
the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority. 

 
8. Prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate, the Certifying Authority must be satisfied 

that all outdoor lighting is designed and positioned to minimise any detrimental impact 
upon the amenity of other premises and adjacent dwellings and that the outdoor 
lighting complies with the relevant provisions of Australian Standard AS 1158.3:2005 
Pedestrian area (Category P) lighting – Performance and design requirements and 
Australian Standard AS 4282:1997 Control of the obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting. 

 
9. Prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate the Principal Certifying Authority is to 

ensure that the plans state that no high front gutters will be installed. 
 
10. The following requirements are to be detailed on the Construction Certificate plans and 

provided prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate: 
 

a) Bulk insulation and reflective insulation shall be incorporated into walls ceilings 
and roofs to achieve combined ‘R’ value of R2.5 for roofs and ceilings and R1.5 
for walls; 

 
b) Lighter colours are used for external walls consistent with the approved external 

materials and finishes and plans.  
 
c) Timber used for building materials shall be sourced from Forest Stewardship 

Council (FSC) certified plantation or regrowth areas; grown in Australia, or 
recycled and not sourced from rainforest or old growth forests.  
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d) Energy efficiency measures to reduce energy consumption are to be 
implemented in the development including the installation of low energy light 
bulbs in new rooms.   

 
e) New or altered toilets are to have a flow rate no greater than 4 litres per average 

flush or a 3 star or better water rating. 
 
f) New or altered taps are to have a flow rate no greater than 9 litres per minute or 

a 3 star or better water rating. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance are to be submitted to the satisfaction of the 
Certifying Authority prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate. 

 
11. A contribution pursuant to the provisions of Section 7.11 of the Environmental Planning 

and Assessment Act 1979 for the services detailed in column A and for the amount 
detailed in column B must be made to Council prior to the issue of a Construction 
Certificate: 
 

Column A Column B 
Open space and recreation $1828.98 
Community facilities and services $943.50 
Local area traffic management $122.68 
Total Contribution $2905.17 

 
Payment will only be accepted in the form of cash, bank cheque or EFTPOS / Credit 
Card (to a maximum of $10,000). It should be noted that personal cheques or bank 
guarantees cannot be accepted for Section 7.11 Contributions. Contribution Plans may 
be inspected on Council’s website www.innerwest.nsw.gov.au or a copy purchased at 
the Customer Service counter in Council’s Administration Centre, 7-15 Wetherill Street, 
Leichhardt, during business hours. 
 
A receipt demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any 
Construction Certificate. 

 
12. Before the issue of a Construction Certificate, the Principal Certifying Authority shall be 

satisfied that no proposed underground services (i.e. water, sewerage, drainage, gas 
or other service) unless previously approved by conditions of consent, are located 
beneath the canopy of any tree protected under Clause 5.9 of Leichhardt Local 
Environmental Plan 2013, located on the subject allotment and adjoining allotments. 
 
A plan detailing the routes of these services and trees protected under the Local 
Environment Plan 2013 shall be prepared.  Details demonstrating compliance are to 
be shown on the plans submitted to the satisfaction of the Certifying Authority prior to 
the issue of the Construction Certificate. 

 
13. A Certificate prepared by an appropriately qualified and practising structural engineer, 

certifying the structural adequacy of the property and its ability to withstand the 
proposed additional, or altered structural loads during all stages of construction must be 
provided prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate to the satisfaction of the 
Principal Certifying Authority.  The certificate shall also include all details of the 
methodology to be employed in construction phases to achieve the above 
requirements without result in demolition of elements marked on the approved plans 
for retention.  
 

http://www.innerwest.nsw.gov.au/
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Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any 
Construction Certificate. 
 

14. All plant and associated equipment must be located within the approved building 
envelope and is not be located on the roof. Details on the location of all plant and 
equipment must be consistent with the approved plans and provided prior to the issue of 
a Construction Certificate. 

 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any 
Construction Certificate. 

 
15. The approved plans must be checked online with Sydney Water Tap In to determine 

whether the development will affect Sydney Water’s sewer and water mains, 
stormwater drains and/or easements, and if further requirements need to be met. A 
copy of this approval must be supplied with the Construction Certificate application. 
Please refer to the web site http://www.sydneywater.com.au/tapin/index.htm for details 
on the process or telephone 132092. 
 
The Certifying Authority must ensure that the appropriate approval has been provided 
prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate. 
 

16. Where it is proposed to occupy or carry out works on public roads or Council controlled 
lands, the person acting on this consent shall obtain all applicable Permits from 
Council in accordance with Section 68 (Approvals) of the Local Government Act 1993 
and/or Section 138 of the Roads Act 1993. Permits are required for the following 
activities: 
 
a) Work zone (designated parking for construction vehicles). Note that a minimum 

of 2 months should be allowed for the processing of a Work Zone application. 
 
b) A concrete pump across the roadway/footpath 
 
c) Mobile crane or any standing plant 
 
d) Skip bins 
 
e) Scaffolding/Hoardings (fencing on public land) 
 
f) Public domain works including vehicle crossing, kerb & guttering, footpath, 

stormwater, etc.  
 
g) Awning or street verandah over footpath 
 
h) Partial or full road closure 
 
i) Installation or replacement of private stormwater drain, utility service or water 

supply 
 
Contact Council’s Road Access team to ensure the correct Permit applications are 
made for the various activities. 
 
Applications for such Permits shall be submitted and approved by Council prior to the 
commencement of the works associated with such activity or issue of the Construction 
Certificate (whichever occurs first). Details demonstrating compliance with the 
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requirements of this condition are to be submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal 
Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any Construction Certificate. 
 

17. The person acting on this consent shall submit to the Principal Certifying Authority a 
dilapidation report including colour photos showing the existing condition of the 
footpath and roadway adjacent to the site before the issue of a Construction 
Certificate. 

 
18. Stormwater runoff from pervious and impervious areas of the development site shall 

be collected and discharged by means of a gravity pipe system to the street gutter. 
Drainage plans prepared by CW Consultants are acceptable as Stormwater Drainage 
Concept Plan (SDCP). The following details must be submitted to Council before the 
issue of a construction certificate: 

a. Diameter of drainage pipes collecting and discharging stormwater runoff from the 
development site. 

 
19. Pursuant to Clause 94 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000, 

the consent authority has undertaken an assessment of the development proposal and 
requires the building to be upgraded as the measures within the building are 
inadequate for: 

 
a) Protecting users of the building in the event of fire. 

 
b) Facilitating egress from the building in the event of fire. 
 
c) Restricting the spread of fire from the building to other buildings nearby. 
 
In such circumstances, the consent authority is to take into consideration whether it 
would be appropriate to require the existing building to be brought into total or partial 
conformity with the BCA Vol 1. 
 
Due to the extent of proposed works it is appropriate to ensure the development be 
brought into partial conformity with the BCA. 
 
The following fire safety and upgrade works are required:The recommendations of the 

BCA report/ fire safety audit which shall cover Sections C, D and E of Building 
Code of Australia and to identify general areas of non-compliance and address 
the performance requirements of the BCA to be included as part of the 
documentation for the construction certificate documentation.The 
recommendations shall be indicated on plans and the audit submitted to the 
Principal Certifying Authority as part of the Construction Certificate application. 

The applicant is required to provide Council with either: 
• A list of current essential fire safety measures installed throughout the building, 

or; 
• A current Annual Fire Safety Statement for the building. 

 
20. Any air conditioning unit on the site must be installed and operated at all times so as 

not to cause “Offensive Noise” as defined by the Protection of the Environment 
(Operations) Act 1997.  

 
 The system/s shall be operated as follows: 
 

a) Domestic air conditioners must not be audible in nearby dwellings between:  
 

i) 10:00pm to 7:00am on Monday to Saturday: and  
ii) 10:00pm to 8:00am on Sundays and Public Holidays. 
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b) At any other time the systems and associated equipment shall not give rise to a 

sound pressure level at any affected premises that exceeds the background LA90, 
15min noise level, measured in the absence of the noise source/s under 
consideration by 5dB(A).  

 
The source noise level shall be assessed as an LAeq, 15min and adjusted in accordance 
with the NSW Environment Protection Authority’s Industrial Noise Policy and 
Environmental Noise Control Manual (sleep disturbance). 
 
Air conditioning units must be installed in accordance with plans referenced in 
condition 1 or to satisfy provisions of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt 
& Complying Codes) 2008. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition and the 
acoustic measures to be employed to achieve compliance with this condition are to be 
submitted for approval to the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any 
Construction Certificate. 

 
21. In accordance with Section 34 of the Building and Construction Industry Long Service 

Payments Act 1986, the applicant must pay a long service levy at the prescribed rate 
of 0.35% of the total cost of the work to either the Long Service Payments Corporation 
or Council for any work costing $25,000 or more. The Long Service Levy is payable 
prior to the issue of a Construction Certificate. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance are to be shown on the plans submitted to the 
satisfaction of the Certifying Authority prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate 

 
PRIOR TO WORKS COMMENCING OR ISSUE OF A CONSTRUCTION CERTIFICATE 
(WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST) 
 
22. Prior to the commencement of demolition works or a Construction Certificate being 

issued for works approved by this development consent (whichever occurs first), a 
security deposit and inspection fee must be paid to Council to cover the cost of making 
good any damage caused to any Council property or the physical environment as a 
consequence of carrying out the works and as surety for the proper completion of any 
road, footpath and drainage works required by this consent.   

 
Security Deposit (FOOT) $5,328.80 

Inspection fee (FOOTI) $230.65 

Payment will be accepted in the form of cash, bank cheque, EFTPOS/credit card (to a 
maximum of $10,000) or bank guarantee. Bank Guarantees must not have an expiry 
date.  

The inspection fee is required for Council to determine the condition of the adjacent 
road reserve and footpath prior to and on completion of the works being carried out.  

Should any of Council’s property and/or the physical environment sustain damage 
during the course of the demolition or construction works, or if the works put Council’s 
assets or the environment at risk, or if any road, footpath or drainage works required 
by this consent are not completed satisfactorily, Council may carry out any works 
necessary to repair the damage, remove the risk or complete the works. Council may 
utilise part or all of the security deposit to restore any damages, and Council may 
recover, in any court of competent jurisdiction, any costs to Council for such 
restorations. 
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A request for release of the security may be made to the Council after all construction 
work has been completed and a final Occupation Certificate issued.  
 
The amount nominated is only current for the financial year in which the consent was 
issued and is revised each financial year. The amount payable must be consistent with 
Council’s Fees and Charges in force at the date of payment. 
 
Requirements of this condition are to be met prior to works commencing or prior to 
release of a Construction Certificate (whichever occurs first). Details demonstrating 
compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be submitted to the 
satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the issue of any Construction 
Certificate. 

 
23. The appointed Project Arborist must oversee the above pruning works as well as any 

excavation within the TPZ of trees to be retained on site and adjoining properties. The 
Arborist must document and submit evidence of any roots severed that are greater 
than 50mm, in diameter to both the PCA and Council prior to works commencing. 

 
PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF WORKS 
 
24. At least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the commencement of works, a notice of 

commencement form (available on Council’s web page) and details of the appointed 
Principal Certifying Authority shall be submitted to Council. 

 
25. Dial Before You Dig 

Underground assets may exist in the area that is subject to the approved development. 
In the interests of health and safety and in order to protect damage to third party 
assets contact Dial Before You Dig at www.1100.com.au or telephone on 1100 prior to 
works commencing.  It is the individual’s responsibility to anticipate and request the 
nominal location of plant or assets on the relevant property via contacting the Dial 
Before You Dig service in advance of any construction.  Care must be taken to ensure 
any identified assets are protected accordingly.  
 
If the development is likely to disturb or impact upon telecommunications 
infrastructure, written confirmation from the service provider that they have agreed to 
the proposed works must be submitted to the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the 
issue of a Construction Certificate or any works commencing, whichever occurs first. 

 
26. Prior to the commencement of works, a sign must be erected in a prominent position on 

the site (for members of the public to view) on which the proposal is being 
carried out.  The sign must state: 
 
a) Unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited. 
 
b) The name of the principal contractor (or person in charge of the site) and a 

telephone number at which that person may be contacted at any time for business 
purposes and outside working hours. 

 
c) The name, address and telephone number of the Principal Certifying Authority for 

the work. 
 
Any such sign must be maintained while the work is being carried out, but must be 
removed when the work has been completed. 
 
Photographic evidence demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this 
condition is to be submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority and 
Council for records purposes prior to the commencement of any onsite work. 

http://www.1100.com.au/
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27. Any person acting on this consent or any contractors carrying out works on public 

roads or Council controlled lands shall take out Public Liability Insurance with a 
minimum cover of twenty (20) million dollars in relation to the occupation of, and 
approved works within those lands. The Policy is to note, and provide protection for 
Inner West Council, as an interested party and a copy of the Policy must be submitted 
to Council prior to commencement of the works. The Policy must be valid for the entire 
period that the works are being undertaken on public property. 

 
28. An Asbestos Survey prepared by a suitably qualified Occupational Hygienist shall be 

prepared for the premises.  The Survey is to incorporate appropriate Asbestos removal 
and disposal methods in accordance with the requirements of WorkCover NSW, NSW 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment (Asbestos) Regulation 2009 
and NSW Environment Protection Authority, Safe Removal of Asbestos 2nd Edition 
[NOHSC: 2002 (2005)]  and conditions of this consent.   
 
A copy of any WorkCover approval documents is to be included as part of the 
documentation. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority prior to any works on 
site commencing or the issue of the Construction Certificate (whichever occurs first). 

 
DURING WORKS 
 
29. Vibration caused by excavation and construction at any residence or structure outside 

the site must be limited to: 
 

a) for structural damage vibration, German Standard DIN 4150 Part 3 Structural 
Vibration in Buildings.  Effects on Structures; and 

 
b) for human exposure to vibration, the evaluation criteria set out in the 

Environmental Noise Management Assessing Vibration: a Technical Guideline 
(Department of Environment and Conservation, 2006).  

 
Vibratory compactors must not be used in the vicinity of residential buildings unless 
vibration monitoring confirms compliance with the vibration criteria specified above. 

 
30. Noise arising from the works must be controlled in accordance with the requirements of 

the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and guidelines contained in the 
New South Wales Environment Protection Authority Environmental Noise Control 
Manual. 

 
31. All excavations and backfilling associated with the development must be executed 

safely, properly guarded and protected to prevent them from being dangerous to life or 
property and in accordance with the design of a suitably qualified structural engineer. 
 
If excavation extends below the level of the base of the footings of a building on an 
adjoining allotment of land, the person causing the excavation must: 
 
a) Preserve and protect the building from damage. 
 
b) If necessary, underpin and support the building in an approved manner. 
 
c) Give at least seven (7) days notice to the adjoining owner before excavating, of 

the intention to excavate within the proximity of the respective boundary. 
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Any proposed method of support to any excavation adjacent to adjoining properties or 
any underpinning is to be designed by a Chartered Civil Engineer, with National 
Professional Engineering Registration (NPER) in the construction of civil/structural 
works.  Copies of the design plans must be provided to the relevant adjoining property 
owner/s prior to commencement of such works.  Prior to backfilling, any method of 
support constructed must be inspected by the designing Engineer with certification 
provided to all relevant parties. 

 
32. Building materials and machinery are to be located wholly on site unless separate 

consent (Standing Plant Permit) is obtained from Council/ the roads authority.  Building 
work is not to be carried out on the footpath. 
 
Construction materials and vehicles shall not block or impede public use of the 
footpath or roadway. 

 
33. The site must be appropriately secured and fenced at all times during works. 
 
34. In addition to meeting the specific performance criteria established under this consent, 

the Applicant shall implement all reasonable and feasible measures to prevent and/or 
minimise any harm to the environment that may result from the demolition, 
construction or operation/use of the development. 

 
35. Any new information revealed during development works that has the potential to alter 

previous conclusions about site contamination or hazardous materials shall be 
immediately notified to the Council and the Principal Certifying Authority. 

 
36. A copy of the approved plans and this consent must be kept on site for the duration 

of site works and in the case of any commercial or industrial premise for the duration of 
the use/trading.  Copies shall be made available to Council Officer’s upon request. 

 
37. No trees on public property (footpaths, roads, reserves etc.) are to be removed or 

damaged during works unless specifically approved in this consent or marked on the 
approved plans for removal. 
 
Prescribed trees protected by Council’s controls on the subject property and/or any 
vegetation on surrounding properties must not be damaged or removed during works 
unless specific approval has been provided under this consent. 

 
38. Construction material and vehicles shall not block or impede public use of footpaths or 

roadways.  
 
39. If tree roots are required to be severed for the purposes of constructing the approved 

works, they shall be cut cleanly using a sharp and ‘fit for purpose’ tool. The pruning 
shall be undertaken by an experienced Arborist with a minimum qualification of AQF 
(Australian Qualification Framework) Level 3 in Arboriculture. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted by the Arborist undertaking the works to the satisfaction of the Principal 
Certifying Authority. 

 
40. Canopy and/or root pruning of the following tree(s) which is necessary to 

accommodate the approved building works shall be undertaken by, or supervised by, 
an experienced Arborist – for the purpose of this condition a suitably qualified 
professional shall have as a minimum, Level 5 (Diploma) certification in Arboriculture 
under the Australian Qualification Framework (AQF).  
 
Schedule 
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Tree/location Approved works 
Chinese Hackberry (Celtis australis) 450 Balmain Road, Rozelle 
Moreton Bay Fig (Ficus macrophylla) 450 Balmain Road, Rozelle 

 
Pruning is limited to those branches specified in the approved Arboricultural report. All 
pruning shall be carried out to sections 5, 6 and 7.3.3 of the Australian Standard 4373 
- 2007 Pruning of Amenity Trees. 
 
Where a tree's canopy or root system has developed across property boundaries, 
consent to undertake works on the tree does not permit a person acting on the consent 
to trespass on adjacent lands. Where access to adjacent land is required to carry out 
approved tree works, Council advises that the owners consent must be sought.  
Notification is the responsibility of the person acting on the consent. Should the tree 
owner/s refuse access to their land, the person acting on the consent shall meet the 
requirements of the Access To Neighbouring Lands Act 2000 to seek access. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted by the Arborist undertaking the works to the satisfaction of the Principal 
Certifying Authority. 

 
41. The applicant must engage the services of an AQF level 5 Project Arborist to ensure 

all tree protection measures are implemented in accordance with sections 4 and 5 of 
the amended Arboricultural Impact Assessment Report, prepared by The Ents Tree 
Consultancy, dated 29/10/2018. 

 
42. No activities, storage or disposal of materials taking place beneath the canopy of any 

tree protected under Council's Tree Preservation Order at any time. 
 
43. Any new information revealed during development works that has the potential to alter 

previous conclusions about site contamination or hazardous materials shall be 
immediately notified to the Council and the Principal Certifying Authority. 

 
44. Unless otherwise approved by Council, excavation, demolition, construction or 

subdivision work shall only be permitted during the following hours: 
 
a) 7:00 am to 6.00 pm, Mondays to Fridays, inclusive (with demolition works 

finishing at 5pm); 
 
b) 8:00 am to 1:00 pm on Saturdays with no demolition works occurring during this 

time; and 
 
c) at no time on Sundays or public holidays. 
 
Works may be undertaken outside these hours where they do not create any nuisance 
to neighbouring properties in terms of dust, noise, vibration etc and do not entail the 
use of power tools, hammers etc.  This may include but is not limited to painting.  
 
In the case that a standing plant or special permit is obtained from Council for works in 
association with this development, the works which are the subject of the permit may 
be carried out outside these hours.  
 
This condition does not apply in the event of a direction from police or other relevant 
authority for safety reasons, to prevent risk to life or environmental harm. 
 
Activities generating noise levels greater than 75dB(A) such as rock breaking, rock 
hammering, sheet piling and pile driving shall be limited to: 
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8:00 am to 12:00 pm, Monday to Saturday; and 
2:00 pm to 5:00 pm Monday to Friday.  

 
The Proponent shall not undertake such activities for more than three continuous 
hours and shall provide a minimum of one 2 hour respite period between any two 
periods of such works. 
 
“Continuous” means any period during which there is less than an uninterrupted 60 
minute respite period between temporarily halting and recommencing any of that 
intrusively noisy work. 
 
Noise arising from the works must be controlled in accordance with the requirements of 
the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and guidelines contained in the 
New South Wales Environment Protection Authority Environmental Noise Control 
Manual. 

 
45. The development site must be inspected at the following stages during construction: 
 

a) after the commencement of the excavation for, and before the placement of, the 
first footing. 

 
b) prior to covering any stormwater drainage connections, and 
 
c) after the building work has been completed and prior to any occupation 

certificate being issued in relation to the building. 
 
PRIOR TO THE ISSUE OF AN OCCUPATION CERITFICATE 
 
46. An Occupation Certificate must be obtained prior to any use or occupation of the 

development or part thereof. The Principal Certifying Authority must ensure that all 
works are completed in accordance with this consent including all conditions. 

 
47. Prior to the issue of the Occupation Certificate the Principal Certifying Authority is to 

confirm that no high front gutters have been installed. 
 
48. A street number must be clearly displayed at the ground level frontage of the building 

prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate.  A separate application must be made 
to Council if new street numbers or a change to street numbers is required. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the issuing of 
any Occupation Certificate. 

 
49. You are advised that Council has not undertaken a search of existing or proposed 

utility services adjacent to the site in determining this application. It is responsibility of 
applicant’s contractor to verify location of the utility services with the relevant service 
authority. Any adjustment or augmentation of any public utility services including Gas, 
Water, Sewer, Electricity, Street lighting and Telecommunications required as a result 
of the development shall be at no cost to Council and undertaken before the issue of 
an Occupation Certificate.  

 
50. The sand stone kerb adjacent to the site is of local heritage value and is to be 

preserved at no cost to Council. Any damage to the stone kerb will require the 
replacement of the damaged individual stone units before the issue of the Occupation 
Certificate. 
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51. A report prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced acoustic consultant shall be 
submitted to Council prior to an Occupation Certificate being issued for the 
development which demonstrates and certifies that noise and vibration emissions from 
the development comply with the relevant provisions of the Protection of the 
Environment Operations Act 1997, NSW Environment Protection Authority’s Industrial 
Noise Policy and Noise Control Manual and conditions of Council’s approval, including 
any recommendations of the acoustic report referenced in the conditions of the 
approval.   

 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition is to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the issue of 
any Occupation Certificate. 

 
52. Any soil proposed to be disposed off site must be classified, removed and disposed of 

in accordance with the EPA Environmental Guidelines; Assessment, Classification and 
Management of Liquid and Non-Liquid Wastes 1999 and the Protection of the 
Environmental Operations Act 1997. 

 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the issue of 
any Occupation Certificate. 

 
53. Provision must be maintained for access to and within the building on the site for 

persons with a disability in accordance with the provisions of Australian Standard AS 
1428.1:2001 Design for access and mobility – General requirements for access – new 
building work prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate. 

 
54. All letter boxes must be constructed and located in accordance with the relevant 

provisions of Australian Standard AS/NZS 4253:1994 Mailboxes and to Australia Post’s 
satisfaction. Work is to be completed prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate. 
 
Details demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this condition are to be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Principal Certifying Authority prior to the issuing of 
any Occupation Certificate. 

 
ONGOING CONDITIONS OF CONSENT 
 
55. The use of the premises shall not give rise to an environmental health nuisance to the 

adjoining or nearby premises and environment. There are to be no emissions or 
discharges from the premises, which will give rise to a public nuisance or result in an 
offence under the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and Regulations. 
The use of the premises and the operation of plant and equipment shall not give rise to 
the transmission of a vibration nuisance or damage other premises. 

 
56. The use of the premises and the operation of plant and equipment shall not give rise to 

the transmission of a vibration nuisance or damage to other premises as defined in the 
Environment Protection Authority’s Technical Guidelines for Assessing Vibration. 

 
PRESCRIBED CONDITIONS 
 
A. BASIX Commitments 
 

Under clause 97A of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000, it is 
a condition of this development consent that all the commitments listed in each 
relevant BASIX Certificate for the development are fulfilled. The Certifying Authority 
must ensure that the building plans and specifications submitted by the Applicant, 
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referenced on and accompanying the issued Construction Certificate, fully satisfy the 
requirements of this condition.  
In this condition:  
 
a)  Relevant BASIX Certificate means:  

 
i)  a BASIX Certificate that was applicable to the development when this 

development consent was granted (or, if the development consent is 
modified under section 4.55 of the Act, a BASIX Certificate that is 
applicable to the development when this development consent is modified); 
or  

ii)  if a replacement BASIX Certificate accompanies any subsequent 
application for a construction certificate, the replacement BASIX Certificate; 
and  

 
b)  BASIX Certificate has the meaning given to that term in the Environmental 

Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000.  
 
B. Building Code of Australia  
 

All building work must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Building 
Code of Australia. 

  
C. Home Building Act  
 

1)  Building work that involves residential building work (within the meaning and 
exemptions provided in the Home Building Act 1989) must not be carried out 
unless the Principal Certifying Authority for the development to which the work 
relates has given Inner West  Council written notice of the following:  

 
a)  in the case of work for which a principal contractor is required to be 

appointed:  
 
i)  the name and licence number of the principal contractor, and  
ii)  the name of the insurer by which the work is insured under Part 6 of 

that Act, or  
 
b)  in the case of work to be done by an owner-builder:  

 
i)  the name of the owner-builder, and  
ii)  if the owner-builder is required to hold an owner-builder permit under 

that Act, the number of the owner-builder permit.  
 

2)  If arrangements for doing residential building work are changed while the work is 
in progress so that the information submitted to Council is out of date, further 
work must not be carried out unless the Principal Certifying Authority for the 
development to which the work relates (not being the Council), has given the 
Council written notice of the updated information.  

 
Note: A certificate purporting to be issued by an approved insurer under Part 6 of the 
Home Building Act 1989 that states that a person is the holder of an insurance policy 
issued for the purposes of that Part is, for the purposes of this clause, sufficient 
evidence that the person has complied with the requirements of that Part. 

 
D. Site Sign  
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1)  A sign must be erected in a prominent position on any work site on which work 
involved in the erection or demolition of a building is being carried out:  

 
a)  stating that unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited;  
 
b)  showing the name of the principal contractor (or person in charge of the 

work site), and a telephone number at which that person may be contacted 
at any time for business purposes and outside working hours; and  

 
c)  showing the name, address and telephone number of the Principal 

Certifying Authority for the work.  
 

2)  Any such sign must be maintained while to building work or demolition work is 
being carried out, but must be removed when the work has been completed. 

 
E. Condition relating to shoring and adequacy of adjoining property  
 

1) For the purposes of section 4.17(11) of the Act, it is a prescribed condition of 
development consent that if the development involves an excavation that 
extends below the level of the base of the footings of a building on adjoining 
land, the person having the benefit of the development consent must, at the 
person’s own expense:  

 
a)  protect and support the adjoining premises from possible damage from the 

excavation, and  
 
b)  where necessary, underpin the adjoining premises to prevent any such 

damage.  
 

2) The condition referred to in subclause (1) does not apply if the person having the 
benefit of the development consent owns the adjoining land or the owner of the 
adjoining land has given consent in writing to that condition not applying.  

 
NOTES 
 
1. This Determination Notice operates or becomes effective from the endorsed date of 

consent. 
 
2. Section 8.2 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 provides for an 

applicant to request Council to review its determination. This does not apply to 
applications made on behalf of the Crown, designated development or a complying 
development certificate. The request for review must be made within six (6) months of 
the date of determination or prior to an appeal being heard by the Land and 
Environment Court. Furthermore, Council has no power to determine a review after the 
expiration of these periods. A decision on a review may not be further reviewed under 
Section 8.2. 

 
3. If you are unsatisfied with this determination, Section 8.7 of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 gives you the right of appeal to the Land and 
Environment Court within six (6) months of the determination date. 

 
4. Failure to comply with the relevant provisions of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 and/or the conditions of this consent may result in the serving of 
penalty notices or legal action. 

 
5. Works or activities other than those approved by this Development Consent will 

require the submission of a new development application or an application to modify 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/epaaa1979389/
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the consent under Section 4.55 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979. 

 
6. This decision does not ensure compliance with the Disability Discrimination Act 1992. 

Applicants should investigate their potential for liability under that Act. 
 
7. This development consent does not remove the need to obtain any other statutory 

consent or approval necessary under any other Act, such as (if necessary): 
 

a) Application for any activity under that Act, including any erection of a hoarding. 
 
b) Application for a Construction Certificate under the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979. 
 
c) Application for an Occupation Certificate under the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979. 
 
d) Development Application for demolition if demolition is not approved by this 

consent. 
 
e) An application under the Roads Act 1993 for any footpath / public road 

occupation. A lease fee is payable for all occupations.  
 

8. Prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate, the applicant must make contact with 
all relevant utility providers (such as Sydney Water, Energy Australia etc) whose 
services will be impacted upon by the development. A written copy of the requirements 
of each provider, as determined necessary by the Certifying Authority, must be 
obtained. 

 
9. Any damage to the vehicular crossing and/or footpath and kerb and gutter during 

demolition/construction works are required to be reconstructed by your own contractor 
at no cost to Council. You or your contractor must complete an application for 
‘Construction of Vehicle Crossing and Public Domain Works’ form, lodge a bond for 
the works, pay the appropriate fees and provide evidence of adequate public liability 
insurance, before commencement of works. 

 
10. The appropriate owners consent will also need to be verified before any works can be 

undertaken that impact trees within Callan Park. Consultation may be required with the 
appropriate personnel who maintain the trees within Callan Park who may wish to also 
be present during works 
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Attachment B – Plans of proposed development 
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Attachment C – Access Assessment Report 
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Attachment D – BCA Assessment Report 
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Attachment E – Arborist Report 
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